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Scaled Composites

Pegasus?



The PicosatThe Picosat
The LaunchThe Launch

It It Worked!Worked!







Be a MentorBe a Mentor
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You Can Make a DifferenceYou Can Make a Difference



I have QuestionsI have Questions

Can you make a difference?Can you make a difference?
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Is your work interesting?Is your work interesting?

Would it inspire students?Would it inspire students?

Challenge Challenge –– GO DO ITGO DO IT



What does it take?What does it take?
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1.1. Pick a class of  4Pick a class of  4thth graders graders –– we can help you find a willing classwe can help you find a willing class
2.2. Visit the class initially to tell them what you doVisit the class initially to tell them what you do
3.3. Get a picture roster of themGet a picture roster of them
4.4. Call their class once a week for a Call their class once a week for a ½½ hour for an update on your hour for an update on your 

workwork
5.5. Have them call you some weeks for Have them call you some weeks for ½½ hour to tell you what theyare hour to tell you what theyare 

doing or what they learned from your last calldoing or what they learned from your last call
6.6. Do this for the full class yearDo this for the full class year
7.7. Next year, same students Next year, same students --55thth gradegrade
8.8. Do you remember them, do they remember you?Do you remember them, do they remember you?
9.9. Do it with them in the 6Do it with them in the 6thth grade grade …….. thru .. thru …….. 12.. 12thth gradegrade



What do you get from this?What do you get from this?
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You are now doing the pay back for your inspiring teachers, yourYou are now doing the pay back for your inspiring teachers, your
best professors and those that helped you along the waybest professors and those that helped you along the way

You will make a significant difference in those students livesYou will make a significant difference in those students lives
It will be of benefit to their teachers in their classroom interIt will be of benefit to their teachers in their classroom interestest
It will be of benefit to their parents with better performing anIt will be of benefit to their parents with better performing and d 

interested children.interested children.
The students will be better citizens contributing to societyThe students will be better citizens contributing to society
You will have a whole class of students that will always remembeYou will have a whole class of students that will always remember r 

youyou



What do they get from this?What do they get from this?
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The inspiration that will make their school work much more meaniThe inspiration that will make their school work much more meaningfulngful

They have found someone outside the classroom and their parents They have found someone outside the classroom and their parents that really that really 
cares about their educationcares about their education

They can now see the connection and relevance of the subjects thThey can now see the connection and relevance of the subjects that they are at they are 
learninglearning

Your caring will change their lives Your caring will change their lives –– much for the bettermuch for the better

They will find your They will find your ½½ per week one of the highlights of their school to look per week one of the highlights of their school to look 
forward to every weekforward to every week

They now have a big window to the world to see and learn things They now have a big window to the world to see and learn things that may not that may not 
have had the opportunity to experiencehave had the opportunity to experience



Ok?Ok?
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Can you spare Can you spare ½½ hour per week (maybe a little more for some prep)?hour per week (maybe a little more for some prep)?

Do you like your job and the things that excite and motivate youDo you like your job and the things that excite and motivate you enough that enough that 
you would want to share it?you would want to share it?

We can guarantee that this will become a time to look forward toWe can guarantee that this will become a time to look forward to in your week.in your week.

It is for sure that It is for sure that ------ see the next slidesee the next slide
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You Have the Key to Make a You Have the Key to Make a 
DifferenceDifference



ThanksThanks

Please contact me if you can Please contact me if you can 
and want to do thisand want to do this
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Bob TwiggsBob Twiggs
Bob.Twiggs@Stanford.EduBob.Twiggs@Stanford.Edu

408/230408/230--4728 cell4728 cell



Go do it
Have Fun



Thanks


